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ABSTRACT
A production study on read German speech shows an
increase in prominence-lending parameters as the
focus domain is narrowed, or when contrast is expressed over non-contrast. Prominence-lending parameters included tonal and durational cues (e.g. nuclear pitch accent type and scaling, duration of segments and syllables) as well as those relating to supralaryngeal articulation (e.g. formant values of vowels in nuclear syllables). These cues are exploited by
different speakers to different degrees and in different
combinations, but are all used for signalling aspects
of focus.

focus structures (broad, narrow, and contrastive – in
fact, corrective – focus).
We expect an increase in prominence-lending
cues ranging from broad to narrow to contrastive focus as a linguistic manifestation of the Effort Code
[6] indicating increased emphasis or importance, expressed on three levels:
• tonal fewer prenuclear accents, fewer downsteps, higher, later and steeper nuclear accents
• durational increased duration of segmental domains (syllable, foot)
• articulatory increase in articulatory effort in
vowels (localised hyperarticulation).

2. METHOD

Keywords: focus, contrast, pitch accent, downstep,
localised hyperarticulation

1. INTRODUCTION
In studies examining the prosodic marking of focus in
different languages, the investigation is often restricted to single items or constituents which are either structurally focussed, or part of the background,
depending on their presence or absence in the immediately preceding context. Thus, usually only a specific kind of focus is investigated, and the question of
the focussed or presupposed item’s prosodic marking
is generally limited to its (de)accentuation.
However, it is commonly accepted that different
types of focus (e.g. contrast vs. non-contrast) as well
as different sizes of focus domain (ranging from
broad to narrow, see e.g. [9]), can and should be distinguished. Furthermore, a number of discrete as well
as gradient prosodic means have been found to be
used for marking focus, and to contribute to the degree of perceived prominence of the focus exponent.
Some of these means are pitch accent type [1], accent
peak height and timing [3], [10], pitch excursion [6],
and duration of focussed constituents [8].
The role of articulation in focus marking has so
far received only limited attention. Most of the studies on hyperarticulation restrict their analysis to accents and boundaries (e.g. [4] and [7] for English).
However, [5] investigated lip movements in contrastive focus in French and found lips more protruded
(hyperarticulated) under focus. In the present study,
which is a refinement of [1], we investigate tonal,
durational and articulatory ways of marking different

2.1.

Reading material

For each of eight target sentences we composed three
question-answer pairs eliciting the three focus structures. The focus exponents of the target sentences
consisted of either two or three syllables, with the
stressed syllable containing one of the four long vowels /i:/, /a:/, /o:/ or /u:/. Each target sentence contained
a proper noun in topic position and a postfocal verb.
An example of a question-answer set is given below.
Questions:
1. Was gibt’s Neues? What’s new?
2. Was will Marlene schälen? What does Marlene want to
peel?
3. Will Marlene eine Kartoffel schälen? Does Marlene want to
peel a potato?
Answers:
Marlene will eine Banane schälen.
1. [
] focus
2.
[
] focus
3.
[
] focus

broad
narrow
contrastive

lit.: Marlene wants a banana to-peel

2.2.

Speakers and recordings

Six native speakers of standard German (three female, three male) took part in the experiment. They
were aged between 20 and 28 and originated from the
low Franconian speech area near to Düsseldorf.
The subjects were asked to read aloud the answers
to the questions, which were presented to them both

visually and auditorily (pre-recorded sound files read
by the instructor), in a contextually appropriate manner. After a test block of five question-answer pairs
each subject read out the target sentences (eight sentences, three focus conditions) three times in pseudorandomised orders, leading to 72 tokens per speaker.

2.3.

Analysis

Segmental and tonal labels were assigned using the
speech database system EMU. Labels included the
target word, phoneme-sized segments, and the L and
H tones associated with pitch accents. An example
screen shot is given in Fig.1. In addition, we extracted formant frequencies of the first two formants
(F1 and F2) in the steady state of all target vowels.

between the prenuclear peaks (H0) and the nuclear
peaks (H2) into the phonological categories !H*
(downstep), ^H* (upstep) and H* (neither downstep
nor upstep).
We found more downsteps in broad focus and
more upsteps in contrastive focus (across all speakers), as shown in Fig.2 (highly signifcant differences
in choice of accent type: χ2(4) = 85.651; p<0.001).
This result is in line with our assumption that a higher
accent (relative to a preceding one) sounds more
prominent than a lower accent and is thus more appropriate for marking a semantic contrast.
Figure 2: Observed frequencies of nuclear pitch accent
type in relation to focus structure, all speakers (N=432).
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Figure 1: Target sentence Marlene will eine Banane
schälen (contrastive focus, speaker J) with labels and
F0 trace in EMU.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1.

Tonal marking of focus

Is there a prenuclear accent on the subject of the
sentence? Across all speakers, we found more
prenuclear accents in broad (98%) and narrow focus
(94%) than in contrastive focus (86%). While the
results for broad focus as well as the general decrease
of prenuclear accents from broad to contrastive focus
were expected, the high percentage of prenuclear accents in narrow and contrastive focus contexts come
as a surprise, since the sentence topics carrying the
accent were already given in the question. Obviously,
an accent on the subject argument is highly preferred
for structural or rhythmic reasons. In some cases, we
even observe a minor phrase break after the subject
noun, strongly favouring accentuation of the subject.
Nevertheless, two speakers (C,O) use fewer prenuclear accents than the others, especially for indicating
contrastive focus.
Is the scaling of the nuclear accent peak lower,
higher or the same in relation to the prenuclear peak,
if present? We calculated speaker-specific upstep
and downstep factors (see [2]), allowing us to ‘translate’ the observed scaling differences (in semitones)

narrow

contrast

Speakers vary as to their preferred choice of contours,
though. One speaker (O) has a strong preference for
(non-downstepped) peak accents in all conditions
while another (B) favours downstepped nuclear accents in all three focus structures. Yet another speaker
(C) restricts his usage of downsteps to broad focus.
We observe alternation between two different but
equally frequent downstepping contours: a) a plain
downstepped accent (!H*) and b) an early peak accent with the H tone on the pretonic syllable
(H+!H*). The distribution of both types of contour
amongst the three focus structures investigated is
very similar across all speakers (plain downstep:
broad 53%, narrow 26%, contrast 21%; early peak:
broad 55%, narrow 37%, contrast 8%). However,
single speakers show considerable differences as to
their preferred type of downstep: speaker J, e.g., exclusively uses early peaks (47% of all utterances),
whereas speaker B does not use a single early peak
contour, although 65% of his utterances include a
downstep. Two speakers (O,A) unexpectedly use
early peaks in particular for marking narrow focus.
What is the actual timing and height of the nuclear accent peak? In terms of nuclear peak timing
(in relation to the onset of the accented syllable) our
data for all speakers show a significantly later peak in
contrastive than in non-contrastive focus (narrow~contrast p<0.01; broad~contrast p<0.001;
ANOVA: F(2) = 10.993; p<0.001). The same order,
namely an increasing delay from sentence type 1
(broad) to 3 (contrast), can be found in five out of six

speakers, with contrast showing the latest peaks for
all six speakers. Significance is reached in the data of
speakers C (broad~narrow p=0.001; broad~contrast
p<0.001) and A (narrow~contrast p<0.05; broad~
contrast p<0.05), underlining the relevance of nuclear
peak timing as one strategy for marking degrees of
prominence indicating different focus structures.
The investigation of absolute pitch height of the
nuclear accent reveals a highly significant difference
between all three focus structures across all speakers
(ANOVA: F(2) = 27.012; p<0.01; separate subgroups
in a Scheffé posthoc test). As expected, the mean Hz
values are lowest in broad focus and are increasing
over narrow to contrastive focus, thus enhancing the
nuclear accent’s prominence. This increase can be
found in three out of the six speakers. Interestingly,
the statistically significant step between the subgroups varies. Speaker J, for instance, makes a clear
distinction between the two sizes of focus domain (i.e.
broad focus on the one hand and narrow/contrastive
on the other; p<0.001), while speaker D more clearly
differentiates between the two types of focus (i.e.
non-contrastive and contrastive focus; p<0.01)(Fig.3).
Figure 3: Differences in pitch height of nuclear accent
peak (mean and s.d.) in relation to focus structure.
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What is the degree of pitch excursion in rising nuclear accents, if present? It has been claimed [6] that
pitch excursion is a more relevant cue to (perceived)
prominence than absolute pitch height. We find significantly more rising nuclear accents in contrastive
focus (74%) than in narrow (50%) and broad focus
(42%)(ANOVA: F(2) = 5.071; p<0.01). Also, the
pitch excursion (calculated as the difference between
the nuclear L and H targets) is significantly higher in
contrastive focus than in broad focus (p<0.01). In
general, we observe an increase in the extent of the
rise from broad focus through narrow focus to contrast. Like other cues discussed so far, some speakers
exploit pitch excursion as a strategy for focus marking, such as D (significant difference between broad
and contrastive focus; p<0.05), whereas others do
not, like speaker B, who makes ample use of rising
nuclear accents which have nearly identical values for
pitch excursion.

3.2.

Durational marking of focus

We examined the duration of all nuclear syllables and
feet. In bisyllabic target words, the domain ‘foot’ is
coextensive with ‘word’ (e.g. Nase ‘nose’). For the
durations of both nuclear syllables and feet we observe an increase in the mean values from broad to
narrow to contrastive focus across all speakers. Significant differences can be found between broad focus and contrast for both domains, with increased
significance for nuclear feet (F(2) = 6.028; p<0.01)
compared to nuclear syllables (F(2) = 4.063; p<0.05).
The same order of durational differences (broad <
narrow < contrastive) for feet and syllables is displayed in the data of three speakers, and broad focus
is marked by the smallest durations by five speakers.
One speaker (C) uses significantly longer nuclear
syllables (p<0.05), and two speakers (C,B) produce
longer nuclear feet in contrastive versus broad focus
(C: p<0.01, B: p<0.05). This result suggests that the
(nuclear) foot could be a more relevant domain for
marking different focus structures than the syllable.

3.3.

Marking of focus on accented vowels

The formant charts in Fig.4 show mean values in
Bark for each vowel quality separately. For each
speaker we used their initial (B,C,O; all male) to plot
means for the vowels in different focus conditions:
broad (small letters), narrow (CAPITALS) and contrastive (BOLD). We observed the following tendencies, indicated by the arrows in the charts: vowels
were more peripheral in narrow and contrastive focus
conditions than in broad focus, both for F1 (e.g. lowering for /a:/ in speaker C, and raising for /u:/ in
speakers B,C,O), and for F2 (e.g. fronting for /i:/ in
speakers B,C, and backing for /o:/ in speakers
B,C,O). However, there was no systematic difference
between narrow and contrastive focus (e.g. /u:/ is
more raised in contrastive than in narrow focus for
speaker B, but not for speaker O).
Fig.5 shows a schematised vowel quadrilateral
with the four target vowels marked. The arrows indicate the peripheral vowel articulation (which, we
stress here, was measured in the acoustic dimension)
in narrow and contrastive focus. We found clear tendencies for peripheral articulation in narrow and contrastive focus in all vowels: /u:/ is more raised and
retracted (speakers B,C,O), /o:/ is more raised and/or
retracted (speakers B,C,O), /i:/ is more raised and/or
fronted (speakers B,C) and /a:/ is more lowered and
fronted (but only for speaker C). We found similar
hyperarticulation strategies for the females (speaker J
/o:, a:/, speaker D /o:, u:/, and speaker A /o:/).

Figure 4: Effect of focus structures on F1 and F2 in
the acoustic vowel space (three male speakers: B,C,O).
Formant values in Bark.

/u:/

/i:/

such as higher and steeper nuclear accents, whereas
speaker B prefers longer durations for signalling
contrast. All speakers employ hyperarticulation, but
not for all vowels in the same way.
Table 1: Single speakers’ significantly preferred
strategies for marking contrastive focus (over broad
focus). Brackets indicate tendencies for tonal and durational strategies, and, for hyperarticulation, restriction to single vowels.
J

/a:/

/o:/

Figure 5: Vowel quadrilateral for vowel quality
changes from broad to narrow/contrastive focus for /i:,
a:, o:, u:/ for three speakers (B,C,O).
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As we can see from the table, both segmental and
suprasegmental cues can be used to achieve the same
interaction goal, i.e. to signal information structure.
Along the lines of [11:117], we can thus identify a
functional cluster, which is composed of cues from
different phonetic and phonological systems.
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